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Highlights

Continued product development progress focused on Alzheimer’s 
disease, further industry support for implemented strategic 
direction

Highlights:

The product development activities required for CE marking of new ADtect® and MCItect® are progressing as •	
planned. Both products are undergoing technical verification studies and calibration trials. Final confirmatory 
validation studies will be performed during the spring, allowing CE marking of both products around mid-2013
The collaborative clinical study with GE Healthcare and Lund’s University for AMYtect™ is progressing as planned. •	
An interim analysis is planned for the summer and results are expected in Q3 this year
DiaGenic is preparing a pre-IDE meeting with the FDA during the summer, with the aim to confirm the clinical •	
and regulatory path to U.S. approval and commercial launch of MCItect®
DiaGenic, together with its financial advisors, are in dialogue with existing shareholders and potential new institu-•	
tional and industrial investors with the aim to complete an equity issue. The indicative size of the issue is NOK 30 
million, which will provide funding for its operations at least until end of first quarter 2014. The Company’s largest 
shareholders have given positive indications regarding their participation in an issue at the current market price 
level
Q4 2012 pre-tax earnings were NOK -10.9 million compared with NOK -8.7 million in Q4 2011. The cash balance •	
was NOK 18 million at the end of the quarter, which is according to plan. Current cash balance is sufficient to fund 
the Company until early May 2013

 2012 2011 2012 2011

Key figures in MNOK Q4 Q4 1 Jan-31 Dec. 1 Jan-31 Dec.

Pre-tax loss -10.9 -8.7 -40.9 -34.8

Total operating cost 11.1 8.7 42.1 40.1

Net cash flow from operating activities -7.9 -5.4 -37.6 -37,9

Cash balance end of period 18.4 58.9 18.4 58.9
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Highlights

Significant events after the end of the period:

In February, the FDA issued new draft industry guidelines regarding drug development for Alzheimer’s disease •	
(AD). The FDA emphasizes the value of identifying and studying patients with early stage AD, and highlights the 
need for biomarkers to identify AD patients in the mild cognitive impairment (MCI) pre-dementia stage of the 
disease
DiaGenic’s study on the ‘Prediction of MCI due to AD in an amnestic MCI population’ has been accepted for pub-•	
lication in the Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease
DiaGenic has signed an agreement with a major U.S. university that provides access to additional U.S. patient •	
samples and clinical data enabling validation of DiaGenic’s MCItect® product
As a consequence of the strategic decision to focus on product development targeting Alzheimer’s disease, •	
DiaGenic has terminated research activities and related employment positions outside of this focus. These 
measures will reduce the Company’s cost base by approximately NOK 3 million in 2013
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Comments from the CEO

Alzheimer’s Disease

Pre-clinical 
asymptomatic

Mild Cognitive 
Impairment, MCI AD Dementia

DiaGenic has implemented its strategic redirection and is now fully 
focused on commercial product development targeting Alzheimer’s 
disease. In doing so, we are addressing significant unmet patient 
needs in one of the world’s fastest growing and most costly diseases. 
The Company’s second generation products currently in develop-
ment for the diagnosis of patients across disease progression are 
uniquely positioned to play a significant role in the future manage-
ment of Alzheimer’s disease.

The management, board and its advisors are diligently working on a 
process to finance the Company, the structure and timing of which 
are yet to be finally concluded. DiaGenic aims to complete a capital 
raise to provide funding for its operations at least until end of first 
quarter 2014, and the indicative size of the equity issue is NOK 30 
million. This capital will allow the Company to realize critical value 
enhancing milestones related to its product portfolio, as well as al-
low time to capitalize on a significantly more favourable position 
to either: (i) achieve commercially meaningful partnership deals 
related to its validated products, (ii) attract additional financing for 
an in-house FDA clearance process with retained product rights, or 
(iii) consider a trade sale at a valuation attractive to its shareholders.  
Assuming a successful financing process, the Company intends to 
pursue these three alternatives in parallel going forward.

There have been several recent external confirmations that DiaGenic 
is on the right track. In 2011, the National Institute of Aging and 
the Alzheimer’s Association in the U.S. issued updated diagnostic 
guidelines.  In these guidelines, three specific stages of AD disease 
progression are defined, with increased focus on the pre-dementia 
MCI stage as well as on the need for new biomarkers to aid in the 
identification of patients with MCI due to AD.

In February this year, the FDA issued draft industry guidelines for 
AD drug development, also emphasizing the value of identifying 
patients with early stage Alzheimer’s disease, i.e. before dementia 
has developed. Several late stage clinical studies for new AD drugs 
are in progress by some of the largest pharmaceutical companies, 
and we have received continued strong interest from several com-
panies to collaborate around our biomarker tests. DiaGenic is cur-
rently developing three products:

ADtect® – to detect mild to moderate AD in the demen-1. 
tia stage and for the differential diagnosis of AD versus 
other forms of dementia. CE marking is planned for 
around mid-2013
MCItect® – to detect patients with amnestic Mild Cog-2. 
nitive Impairment (MCI) who will develop AD within 
two years. CE marking is planned for around mid-2013 
AMYtect™ – to detect patients with brain amyloid; test 3. 
correlating with amyloid PET imaging. Developed in 
collaboration with GE Healthcare, who have an amyloid 
PET tracer in late stage development

These products represent a comprehensive diagnostic test portfolio 
that may aid in objective, patient friendly and cost effective diagno-
sis across Alzheimer’s disease progression, respond to the Pharma 
industry’s need to identify patients eligible for treatment with drugs 
targeting early stage AD, as well as to select the appropriate patients 
for amyloid PET imaging now approved in the U.S. and Europe. 

As the world market leader in blood based gene expression tests for 
Alzheimer’s disease, we are facing some exciting near term business 
milestones. CE marking of ADtect® and MCItect®, a decision by the 
FDA regarding our path to the U.S. market for MCItect®, and the 
readout of the collaborative study with GE Healthcare all repre-
sent significant events, enabling both product commercialization in 
many regions and value adding business development activities.
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Q4 2012

Product portfolio development

DiaGenic has previously reported encouraging data related to its 
new ADtect® and MCItect® products, indicating test accuracies of 
above 80%. Both products are currently undergoing technical veri-
fication studies and calibration trials. Final confirmatory validation 
studies will be performed during the spring, allowing CE marking 
of both products around mid-2013. The Company has successfully 
gained access to European and American patient biomaterial and 
clinical data that enable a comprehensive validation of these prod-
ucts in a cost-effective manner. CE marking constitutes an impor-
tant step in product development and allows the start of full com-
mercialization across Europe and some additional territories. It also 
allows the establishment of these products in the U.S. and China 
as Laboratory Developed Tests in anticipation of FDA and SFDA 
clearances. Furthermore, a CE marking and a U.S. regulatory proc-
ess verified by the FDA related to MCItect® will put DiaGenic in a 
significantly improved position to achieve commercially attractive 
partnerships.

The collaborative clinical study with GE Healthcare and Lund’s 
University for AMYtect™ is progressing as planned. An interim 
analysis is planned for the summer and results are expected in Q3 
this year. Provided positive study results, DiaGenic intends to seek 
a long term agreement with an industrial partner regarding final de-
velopment and commercialization of AMYtect™.

Partnering and research collaborations 
with Pharma

Partnering discussions regarding additional research and develop-
ment collaborations with pharmaceutical companies are on-going. 
The main industry interest has been focused on DiaGenic’s MCI-
tect® product. As previously communicated, DiaGenic is primarily 
targeting R&D collaborations with retained rights to its products, 
wherefore we do not forecast significant revenue contributions from 
future collaborative agreements at this time. However, these collab-
orations with Pharma will provide some revenue and, more impor-
tantly, the opportunity to further validate and establish DiaGenic’s 
technology and products towards critical industry stakeholders.

Parkinson’s Disease 
DiaGenic has previously presented a gene signature that identifies 
Parkinson’s disease (PD) with a test accuracy of 88%. Given the 
Company’s current focus on Alzheimer’s disease, further in-house 
product development related to Parkinson’s disease will be very lim-
ited. DiaGenic is evaluating opportunities for partnering or divest-
ment of its assets related to Parkinson’s disease.
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Outlook

Diagenić s goals for the next 12 months include:
To secure appropriate financing of the Company•	
To deliver on the near-term milestones related to product development: •	

CE marking of new ADtect® and MCItect® in Europe -
Presentation of results from the on-going clinical study with GE Healthcare to identify a blood-based IVD  -
test correlating with brain amyloid PET imaging
Conduct a pre-IDE meeting with the FDA to confirm the requirements for U.S. regulatory clearance -

To enter into additional collaborative agreements related to Alzheimer’s disease with major pharmaceutical •	
companies
Proactively and in parallel evaluate the alternatives for strategic development providing optimal shareholder •	
value following achievement of above product portfolio milestones

Q4 2012
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Financial review

Cash balance of NOK 18 million at the end of Q4 2012. Pre-tax earnings of NOK -10.9 million compared with NOK -8.7 
million in Q4 2011.
Comparative figures from the corresponding period last year are shown in parentheses.

In the fourth quarter DiaGenic had NOK 41k (NOK 60k) in operating revenue from pilot sales of ADtect® in Spain. Full year operating 
revenue in 2011 relates to milestone revenue from pharmaceutical companies, which will vary quarter on quarter. Research grants are en-
tered as a reduction of other operating costs and totalled NOK 503k (NOK 1,570k) in the quarter. Operating costs after deducting research 
grants were NOK 11,099k (NOK 9,375k) for the fourth quarter. The main business activities during the quarter have been focused on 
strategy assessment and financing of the Company, continued product development and clinical studies related to Alzheimer’s disease and 
discussions about potential new R&D collaborations with industry players. 

Events after the end of the quarter
As a consequence of the strategic decision to focus on product development targeting Alzheimer’s disease, DiaGenic has terminated re-
search activities and related employment positions outside of this focus. These measures will reduce the Company’s cost base by approxi-
mately NOK 3 million in 2013. DiaGenic’s Research Director and co-founder Dr. Anders Lönneborg has accepted to terminate his employ-
ment with the Company by the end of June 2013.

Comprehensive income
Revenues and research grants

DiaGenic had NOK 41k (NOK 60k) in op-
erating revenues in the fourth quarter and 
NOK 126k (NOK 3,095) for the full year 
2012. Operating revenue in the quarter and 
year to date 2012 relates to pilot sales of AD-
tect® in Spain. Corresponding figures for full 
year 2011 revenue mainly relates to income 
from collaborative agreements with phar-
maceutical companies based on milestones 
achieved, which vary quarter on quarter. 
Research grants are entered net into the 
accounts as a reduction of other operating 

costs. Research grants for the fourth quarter 
2012 were NOK 503k (NOK 1,570k) and 
NOK 3,160k (NOK 4,587k) year to date 
2012. The main driver for reduced grants 
this quarter is the SPIDIA research grant 
which was fully utilized in the third quarter 
2012.
 
Operating costs
Total operating costs after deducting re-
search grants were NOK 11,099k (NOK 
9,375k) for the fourth quarter and NOK 
42,078k (NOK 40,116k) for the full year 
2012. Salaries and personnel expenses 

amounted to NOK 5,430k (NOK 6,872k) 
for the fourth quarter and NOK 25,216k 
(NOK 23,643k) year to date 2012. The 
main driver for reduced personnel cost in 
the quarter is pension cost and lower base 
salary from reduced head count. The main 
driver for increased personnel expenses year 
to date 2012 vs. 2011 is connected with the 
resignation of Erik Christensen which was 
accrued for in the second quarter 2012. 
Other operating costs less salaries and per-
sonnel expenses were NOK 4,649k (NOK 
2,036k) for the quarter and NOK 14,727k 
(NOK 13,372k) for the full year 2012. The 
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main drivers for the increase in other oper-
ating cost are: reduction in research grants 
(which is entered as a reduction of other op-
erating cost), one off recruitment cost and 
release of a blood sample accrual in fourth 
quarter 2011 which reduced 2011 other op-
erating cost. 

Financial position
As per the date of this report the Company 
does not have sufficient working capital for 
its planned business activities over the next 
twelve month period. At current cost level 
and no revenues, estimated time to no cash 
is early May 2013. 

DiaGenic has performed an assessment of 
the process and timelines for regulatory 
product clearance in Europe (CE marking) 
and the US (FDA clearance). Together with 
its advisors, the Company has also assessed 
its capital need and financing alternatives. 
Based on the assessment, DiaGenic believes 
that the near term CE marking of ADtect® 
and MCItect®, read-out of AMYtect® and 
a pre-IDE meeting with FDA are critical 
milestones for shareholder value creation in 
2013. The estimated capital needed to reach 
these milestones and to fund operations un-
til end of Q1 2014 is approximately MNOK 
30. DiaGenic, together with its financial 
advisors, are in dialogue with existing share-
holders and potential new institutional and 
industrial investors with the aim to com-
plete an equity issue. The indicative size of 

the issue is NOK 30 million. The Board of 
Directors and the management team cur-
rently deem it likely that appropriate fund-
ing will be secured before the end of cash 
and have received positive indications from 
the largest shareholders with regards to 
their participation in an issue at the current 
market price level.

In the period following the conclusion of 
the on-going Company financing, DiaGenic 
will pursue three parallel tracks towards 
shareholder value creation: (i) achieve 
commercially meaningful partnership deals 
related to its validated products, (ii) at-
tract additional financing for an in-house 
FDA clearance process with retained prod-
uct rights, or (iii) consider a trade sale at a 
valuation attractive to its shareholders. The 
Board has resolved a plan to execute on this 
strategy, and will in the near term engage 
external advisors to manage and ensure the 
quality of the process.

Total assets at 31 December 2012 were 
NOK 26,546k (NOK 68,603k), of which 
current assets amounted to NOK 24,277k 
(NOK 65,010k). Annual impairment test-
ing of goodwill concluded with a decision 
to perform write down of the NOK 572k 
goodwill balance. Cash and cash equivalents 
accounted for the largest share of current as-
sets with a balance of NOK 18,446k (NOK 
58,859k) at the end of December 2012. To-
tal value of inventory was NOK 924k (NOK 
915k) at 31 December 2012.

Equity at 31 December 2012 amounted to 
NOK 13,483k (NOK 54,975k). Current 
liabilities at the end of December 2012 
was NOK 8,803k (NOK 8,094k) and pen-
sion liabilities totalled NOK 4,261k (NOK 
3,867k). Other long term liabilities was 
NOK 0k (NOK 3,768k) at 31 December 
2012.  Other long term liabilities relate to a 
loan from Innovation Norway with a princi-
pal of NOK 1,667k at the end of December 
2012. The loan falls due in in less than 12 
months and is consequently considered a 
current liability. 

Cash flows
Net cash flow from operating activities 
for fourth quarter 2012 was NOK -7,890k 
(NOK -5,435k), and NOK -37,644k (NOK 
-37,877k) for the full year 2012. Pre-tax loss 
is the main driver for the differences in net 
cash flow from operating activities in the 
fourth quarter 2012 compared with fourth 
quarter 2011. Payment of long term liabili-
ties relates to payment of a loan from Inno-
vation Norway of NOK 417k in the quarter 
and NOK 1,667k in 2012. Other items con-
tributing to cash flow from financing activi-
ties in the quarter was NOK 959k in expens-
es associated with the on-going financing 
process of the Company. The Company’s 
cash and cash equivalents are held in bank 
deposits and amounted to NOK 18,446k 
(NOK 58,859k) on 31 December 2012.

Financial review
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Financial review

Equity and number of shares
Effective from 30 May 2011 DiaGenic per-
formed a reverse share split in the ratio 10:1. 
Consequently the number of shares in the 
Company was reduced from 270,236,520 
shares to 27,236,520 shares, and the face 
value per share increased from NOK 0.05 to 
NOK 0.50. 

Risk factors
The information contained in this report 
includes certain forward looking statements 
that address activities, events or develop-
ments that the Company expects, projects, 
believes in or anticipates will occur in the 
future. These statements are based on vari-

ous assumptions made by the Company 
which are beyond the Company’s control 
and subject to risk factors and uncertainties. 
The Company is exposed to a large number 
of risk factors including, but not limited to, 
financing risk, market acceptance of the 
Company’s products, necessary approvals 
from the authorities and the clinical effec-
tiveness of the Company’s products, and 
the success of the pharma companies’ drug 
development programs. The Company may 
fail to raise capital on acceptable terms, or 
not raise capital at all, which may result in 
insolvency, bankruptcy or liquidation of the 
Company. Reference is made to the annual 
report for 2011 for further information re-
lating to risk factors. As a result of the above-
mentioned or other risk factors actual events 

and the actual result may differ significantly 
from that indicated in the forward looking 
statements. For the next 6 month period key 
risks are considered to evolve around financ-
ing risk related to securing sufficient capital 
for future operations, progress in product 
development such as access to clinical sam-
ples and data, and study results which falls 
within acceptance criteria.

Oslo, 14th of February 2013
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Condensed financial statement - Q4 2012

Statement of comprehensive income

Note 2012 2011 2012 2011
(figures NOK thousands) Q4 Q4 1 .1- 31.12 1.1.-31.12

Operating Income
Other operating income 41 60 126 3 095
Total operating revenue 41 60 126 3 095

Operating expenses
Cost of goods sold 4 223 245 667 2 140
Total cost of goods sold 223 245 667 2 140

Operating costs
Wages and social costs 5 430 6 872 25 216 23 643
Depreciation 225 222 895 961
Impairment 5 572 0 572 0
Other operating costs 4 649 2 036 14 727 13 372
Total other operating costs 10 876 9 130 41 410 37 976

Total operating costs 11 099 9 375 42 078 40 116

Operating profit (loss) -11 057 -9 315 -41 951 -37 021

Financial income 216 697 1 327 2 669
Financial expenses 16 103 276 401
Net financial income/expense 200 595 1 051 2 268

Pre-tax profit (loss) -10 857 -8 720 -40 901 -34 753

Income tax costs (benefits) 0 0 0 0

Net profit (loss) -10 857 -8 720 -40 901 -34 753

Other comprehensive income 0 0 0 0
Comprehensive income -10 857 -8 720 -40 901 -34 753

Net profit per share (figures in NOK) 6 -0.40 -0.32 -1.51 -1.29
Net profit per share after delution 
(figures in NOK)

6 -0.40 -0.32 -1.51 -1.29
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Condensed financial statement - Q4 2012

Statement of financial position

Note 2012 2011
(figures NOK thousands) 31.12 31.12

Assets

Fixed assets
Goodwill 5 0 572
Software 553 888
Fixed assets 1 716 2 133
Total non-current assets 2 269 3 594

Current assets
Inventory 4 924 915
Trade receivables 35 53
Other receivables 4 873 5 183
Cash and cash equivalents 18 446 58 859
Total current assets 24 277 65 010

Total assets 26 546 68 603

Equity and liabilities

Equity
Share capital 2 13 512 13 512
Paid in equity 2 40 871 41 463
Retained earnings -40 901 0
Total equity 13 483 54 975

Provisions
Pension liabilities 4 261 3 867
Total provisions 4 261 3 867

Other long term liabilities
Other long term liabilities 0 1 667
Total other long term liabilities 0 1 667

Liabilities
Accounts payable 1 812 1 689
Social security, VAT etc. payable 1 832 1 554
Other current liabilities 5 159 4 851
Total current liabilities 8 803 8 094

Total equity and liabilities 26 546 68 603
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Condensed financial statement - Q4 2012

Cash flow statement

Note 2012 2011 2012 2011
(figures NOK thousands) Q4 Q4 1 .1- 31.12 1 .1- 31.12

Cash flow from operating activities
Pre-tax profit (loss) -10 857 -8 720 -40 901 -34 753
Income taxes paid 0 0 0 0
Ordinary depreciation 225 222 895 961
Impairment of fixed assets 5 572 0 572 0
Fair value granted option rights 152 87 367 237
Loss on sale of fixed assets 0 0 0 0
Change in pension scheme liabilities -401 314 394 783
Change in inventories, 
accounts receiveable and accounts payable 741 480 132 -4 865
Change in other short-term receivables 
and other short-term liabilities 1 678 2 182 897 -241
Net cash flow from operating activities -7 890 -5 435 -37 644 -37 877

Cash flow from investment activities
Proceeds from sale of fixed assets 0 0 0 0
Acquisitions of fixed assets -50 0 -143 -145
Net cash flow from investing activities -50 0 -143 -145

Cash flow from financing activities
Contribution of share capital -959 0 -959 -106
Proceeds from new loan 0 0 0 0
Payment of long term liabilities -417 -2 101 -1 667 -1 852
Net cash flow from financing activities -1 376 -2 101 -2 626 -1 957

Net change in cash and cash equivalents -9 316 -7 487 -40 413 -39 979

Cash and cash equivalents 18 446 58 859 18 446 58 859
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Condensed financial statement - Q4 2012

Statement of changes in Equity and Number of Shares:

(figures in NOK/numbers) Note Share capital
Share prem.

reserve
Other

reserves
Other
equity

Total
equity

Number
of shares

As at 1st January 2011 13 512 76 085 0 -0 89 596 27 023 652
Fair value granted option rights 0 0 237 0 237 0
Transaction cost 0 -106 0 0 -106 0
Comprehensive income 01.01.-31.12.2011 0 0 0 -34 753 -34 753 0
As at 31st December 2011 13 512 75 979 237 -34 753 54 975 27 023 652
Transfer of comprehensive income 2011 0 -34 516 -237 34 753 0 0
Transaction cost 0 -959 0 0 -959 0
Fair value granted option rights 0 0 367 0 367 0
Comprehensive income 01.01.-31.12.2012 0 0 0 -40 901 -40 901 0
As at 31st December 2012 13 512 40 504 368 -40 901 13 483 27 023 652
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Notes

Note 1: Presentation
The financial information is prepared in accordance with International Accounting Standard 34 “Interim Financial Reporting” (“IAS 34”). This financial 
information should be read together with the financial statements for the year ended 31st of December 2011 prepared in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).

The accounting policies used and the presentation of the Interim Financial Statements are consistent with those used in the latest Annual Financial State-
ments. 

The preparation of the Interim Financial Statements requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of revenues, 
expenses, assets, liabilities and disclosure of contingent liabilities at the date of the Interim Financial Statements. If in the future such estimates and assump-
tions, which are based on management’s best judgment at the date of the Interim Financial Statements, deviate from the actual circumstances, the original 
estimates and assumptions will be modified as appropriate in the period in which the circumstances change.

Note 2: Going concern
The financial statement is presented on the going concern assumption under International Financial Reporting Standards. Accordingly, the financial state-
ments do not include any adjustments to the recoverability and classification of recorded asset amounts, the amounts and classification of liabilities, or any 
other adjustments that might arise, should the Company be unable to continue as going concern. Tangible assets, inventory and software are recognized at 
cost price after deduction for accumulated depreciation and any write downs. Should the Company be unable to continue as going concern then the recover-
ability and classification of recorded asset amounts might have to be adjusted.

As per the date of this report the Company does not have sufficient working capital for its planned business activities over the next twelve month period. At 
current cost level and no revenues, estimated time to no cash is in early May 2013. 

DiaGenic has performed an assessment of the process and timelines for regulatory product clearance in Europe (CE marking) and the US (FDA clearance). 
Together with its advisors, the Company has also assessed its capital need and financing alternatives. Based on the assessment, DiaGenic believes that the near 
term CE marking of ADtect® and MCItect®, read-out of AMYtect® and a pre IDE meeting with FDA are critical milestones for shareholder value in 2013. The 
estimated capital needed to reach these milestones and to fund operations until end of Q1 2014 is approximately NOK 30 million. DiaGenic, together with 
its financial advisors, are in dialogue with existing shareholders and potential new institutional and industrial investors with the aim to complete an equity 
issue. The indicative size of the issue is NOK 30 million. The Board of Directors and the management team currently deem it likely that appropriate funding 
will be secured before the end of cash and have received positive indications from the largest shareholders with regards to their participation in an issue at the 
current market price level.

In the period following the conclusion of the on-going Company financing, DiaGenic will pursue three parallel tracks towards shareholder value creation: (i) 
achieve commercially meaningful partnership deals related to its validated products, (ii) attract additional financing for an in-house FDA clearance process 
with retained product rights, or (iii) consider a trade sale at a valuation attractive to its shareholders. The Board has resolved a plan to execute on this strategy, 
and will in the near term engage external advisors to manage and ensure the quality of the process.

The Board of Directors confirmed on this basis that the going concern assumption is valid, and that financial statements are prepared in accordance with this 
assumption.

Note 3: Related parties
Transactions with related parties by way of consultancy services took place during 2012 but not in the fourth quarter 2012. The transactions during 2012 
listed below are considered not to be significant. 

Transactions with companies that have connections to related parties are conducted at market terms, based on the principle of arm’s length.

Supplier: Related part: Q4 Acc. pr. 31.12.12

Cornucopia AS Henrik Lund 0 60,000 

0 60,000
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Notes

Q4 2012 Q4 2011

Inventory 924 915

Ordinary shares

Number of shares as of 1st of January 27,023,652

Number of shares as of 31st of December 27,023,652

Average number of shares per 31st of December 27,023,652

Note 4: Inventory – figures in thousand NOK

Inventory is valued at lower of cost and net selling price. Inventory is recorded at cost in the financial statements.

Note 5: Goodwill
The Company has performed annual impairment testing of goodwill, and concluded that goodwill is impaired due to the development phase the Company 
are in and the level of uncertainty in estimating future cash flows. Consequently write down of goodwill was performed per 31 December 2012.

 Note 6: Earnings per share
The following table shows the changes in number of shares in 2012:

Note 7: Share Options 
On 17th of September 2012 the Board of Directors in DiaGenic ASA allotted 1,227,000 options to DiaGenic employees with strike set to NOK 3.25 per share, 
which is based on market price + 10%. On 5th of September 2011 432,000 share options was allotted at strike price of NOK 6.00 per share. Both share options 
allotments have a life of 4 years from the allotment date and can be exercised after 3 years.

Note 8: Management changes
Erik Christensen chose to resign from his position as CEO of DiaGenic effective from 17 April 2012. Chairman of the Board Henrik Lund stepped in as 
interim CEO for DiaGenic, and deputy chairman Ingrid Wiik stepped in as chairman. 12 months’ salary with deduction upon new position has been agreed 
between Erik Christensen and the Board of Directors. On September 17th 2012 Paul de Potocki assumed the position as CEO of DiaGenic, succeeding 
interim CEO Henrik Lund who resumed his position as Chairman of the Board on September 17th, and simultaneously interim Chairman Ingrid Wiik 
resumed her position as board member of DiaGenic.

Note 9: Events after the balance sheet date
At the date of this report, there are no events, except for the items listed below, after the balance sheet date that will affect the Company’s position on the 
balance sheet date which is essential for the Company’s future financial position

Strike price No. of options

Total options pr. 1.1.2012 6.00 432,000

Expired options -200,000

Allotted options 17.9.2012 3.25 1,227,000

Total outstanding options pr. 30.9.2012 1,459,000
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